
Join the AI revolution. 
Securely.
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Hello! How can I assist you today?
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  vAI for Microsoft Teams is the secure Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) tool designed to keep privacy 
conscious organisations agile and at the 
forefront of technological change.

vAI is built on Microsoft Azure and accessible 
through your Teams app. With vAI, you can 
ensure AI not only boosts productivity but  
does so in the safest environment. It’s time  
to embrace the change.
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     Tell me about vAI for Microsoft Teams
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Why vAI
ENHANCED PRODUCTIVITY
vAI enables organisations to automate tasks, improve efficiency and 
drive innovation. This makes it the ideal tool to improve collaboration and 
communication. Divert valuable resources to strategic growth-enabling 
projects by freeing your team from routine tasks with vAI.

EXPERIENCED PARTNER
Viatel Technology Group is more than a service partner; we are experts in 
digital transformation. Our proven success in helping organisations to optimise 
business processes using the power of technology makes us the perfect 
partner to help you navigate the dynamic AI landscape.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
vAI deployment involves zero downtime causing minimal business disruption. 
Together, we’ll ensure the transition is smooth, secure and offers substantial 
value for your business growth.

FUTUREPROOF
Uncover your competitive edge. By adopting AI tools, you create the perfect 
environment for business growth. As AI fuels your business expansion, vAI 
grows with you, as a fully scalable solution.

Secure, private, compliant AI
vAI is built on Microsoft Azure
Azure is the leading platform in security and compliance. With vAI, your critical 
information stays within your Azure domain for intelligent data management. We 
champion the sanctity of your data, ensuring your AI applications uphold the highest 
security standards possible.

vAI is accessible through Microsoft Teams
Integrating vAI into your existing Teams environment streamlines the key applications 
in your organisation. This further promotes security as fewer applications mean fewer 
potential vulnerabilities, greater access control and enhanced user awareness. 

UNCOMPROMISED 
DATA SECURITY

AI ENHANCED
PRODUCTIVITY
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Our process: vAI in five

DAY 1: COLLABORATIVE AI WORKSHOP
This intensive session, facilitated by the Viatel AI Team and expert business 
analysts, helps organisations to comprehensively map requirements to ensure 
they optimise vAI for their business needs. 

AI technology moves at pace and so do we. Your organisation can be 
operational with a fully tested vAI solution mapped to your requirements 
in just five days.

DAY 2: DEVELOPER BRIEFING
Workshop findings and deliverables are communicated to the technical 
team. Development team are granted access to customer systems.

DAY 3-4: DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
vAI software is customised to meet customer requirements. 
Thorough testing is conducted prior to handover.

DAY 5: GO LIVE
vAI is integrated and ready to use in your organisation’s Teams channel. 
Training options are available to ensure your team gets the most from vAI’s 
considerable potential. 

DAY 1 
Collaborative 
AI Workshop

DAY 2 
Developer 
Briefing

DAY 3 + 4 
Development 
& Testing

DAY 5 
vAI go-live on 
Microsoft Teams

Pricing
PRICE: €6,000+VAT 

This investment includes:

· Initial consultations

· In-depth scoping workshop

·  Bespoke software development
and testing

See vAI in action
The team behind vAI would love to  
show you the power and possibility  
of this cutting-edge application.  
Request a demo by contacting us on:

ENVELOPE  vAI@viatel.com
Globe Viatel.com/vAI 


